This paper presents an efficient, highly scalable implementation of the Hierarchical Radiosity Algorithm. We present a clever mapping of Hierarchical Radiosity to high-dimensional spaces that manifests a locality property, which can greatly reduce communication on parallel distributed memory architectures. We use a very simple dynamic spatial partitioning method to keep the mapping balanced. We describe solutions for the key implementation problems: asynchronous calculation, grouping of elements and links, and data reference locality. Speedup plots give an impression of the scalability of our implementation. On a Cray T3E the speedup curve is almost linear up to 64 processors. This is better than previously published attempts on massively parallel distributed memory computers.
Introduction
Many researchers have devised parallel algorithms for global illumination. Most of these are specifically tailored to special assumptions about the physical properties of the scene's objects or to a single solution approach. For instance much work has been done on parallelizing the "flat" classical radiosity [6] , but not on the much more irregular Hierarchical Radiosity Algorithm (HRA) [12] .
The accurate solution of many problems in science and engineering requires the resolution of unpredictable physical phenomena. Such problems may involve complicated partial differential or integral equations and originate from materials design, computational fluid dynamics, astrophysics, molecular dynamics, and -last but not least -global illumination. The most important feature of all these numerical problems is that some regions of the computational domain require deeper resolution than others, and that these regions are not known from the beginning. Hence, the partitioning of the algorithm should be adapted dynamically while the computation proceeds.
We are mostly interested in distributed memory (DM) environments since this architecture class is very well scalable. Another reason is that onwardly improving local area network technology puts more and more people in a position where they can solve their problems cost-and time-efficiently on a network of workstations (NOW).
There have been quite successful attempts to implement HRA on a cache-coherent shared-address-space multicomputer [18] , since HRA exhibits high fine grained parallelism. But developing a coarse grained parallel algorithm meeting the requirements of a distributed memory (DM) environment is difficult, which was confirmed by elaborate experiments in [11] .
£ garmann@ls7.cs.uni-dortmund. de There is an important difference between other applications and the hierarchical radiosity algorithm. Those other applications exhibit irregular, but locally structured meshes to represent the changing numerical computation. The local structure is important on parallel processors, since it allows to reduce the communication cost by exploiting data locality. At first sight global illumination algorithms miss this locality as the name "global" eloquently suggests. The visibility term in the transport equation takes the responsibility. However, a clever mapping of hierarchical radiosity to highdimensional spaces as presented in this paper manifests a locality property, which can greatly reduce communication.
Recently there are trends to integrate both Finite Element and Monte-Carlo approaches into a single global illumination framework [19] . We searched for a parallel solution of the HRA that is well adaptable also to particle-based global illumination algorithms. We encountered dynamic spatial partitioning strategies, which seem to be perfect candidates. As a general tool spatial partitioning can be applied to any application handling geometric objects. A spatial partitioning strategy has been presented in [10] and proved efficient theoretically as well as experimentally. In this paper we show that the general spatial partitioning concept performs very well on the HRA.
The paper is structured as follows. After giving some references on related work, Sect. 3 briefly defines the model of the parallel environment. One important point in this model is that it favours locally communicating applications.
Sect. 4 sketches the derivation and the structure of the sequential hierarchical shooting radiosity algorithm. The presentation focuses on separating control flow parts from calculating parts of the algorithm. The latter parts can be reused in a parallel implementation, while the former parts differ in sequential and parallel implementations.
The parallel algorithm is based on a mapping of elements to 3D space and a mapping of links to 6D space as described in Section 5. Load balancing is performed as in [10] . We will see, that the following problems are to be solved: Asynchronous Processing. An asynchronous formulation of the HRA is important to avoid unnecessarily expensive barrier synchronizations (Sect. 6.1).
Grouping. It is absolutely necessary to group elements and links to containers in order to reduce administration overhead (Sect. 6.2).
Data Reference Locality. Elements that once have been transferred to remote caches should be reused there as often and soon as possible. This can be achieved by choosing the right links for refinement (Sect. 6.3).
The performance of our program is documented in Sect. 8. We show plots that illustrate how the two key problems balance and overhead are defeated by our program. Speedup plots give an impression of scalability. On a Cray T3E the speedup curve is almost linear up to 64 processors. This is better than previously published attempts on massively parallel distributed memory computers.
Model of Parallel Environment
We are concerned with massively parallel supercomputers. Processors each have an own local memory, and work asynchronously. Each pair of processors is assumed to communicate equally efficient. A processor can communicate with only one other processor at the same time. The programming model is message passing [13] . Every point-to-point message involves a length-independent overhead, a length-dependent overhead, and finally a latency overhead [9] .
In a parallel algorithm there are four sources of possible slowdown:
computational load imbalance, message creation overhead (length-independent), message injection overhead (length-dependent), congestion.
The first source suggests efforts to avoid idle processors during calculations. The second source can be alleviated by reducing the number of all messages and by balancing the number of messages communicated by each processor. The third source is relieved by reducing/balancing the volume -i. e. the number of bytes -of communciated data. The influence of the last source is difficult to estimate. Locality of communication, i. e. restricting communication to a subset of all processor pairs, is a possible approach to reduce chance of congestion.
Another bottleneck in a parallel algorithm is memory usage. Hierarchical radiosity is known to be very memory consumptive. Shooting approaches [21] are a good way to save link memory. Nevertheless it is important to distribute memory load evenly across processors. Of course this may conflict with the goals of well balanced computation and/or communication load.
The Basic Building Blocks of Hierarchical Radiosity
Radiosity is used in computer graphics to solve for the global illumination in an environment. The goal is to compute the radiosity function by the following radiosity equation:
See [7, 16] for a derivation of the radiosity equation from physics. The hierarchical radiosity algorithm of Hanrahan et al. [12] solves the radiosity equation using a finite element approach. The radiosity equation is transformed into the linear equation system
The coefficients and represent a discrete approximation of and by constant basis functions.
Hierarchical radiosity considers interactions between the 's in a recursive enumeration scheme. We have to insure that every transport (i. e., every surface interacting with other surfaces) is accounted for once and only once. The basic data structures of a radiosity algorithm are elements and links. Elements represent an approximation of the radiosity function ´Ýµ over a certain subspace of points. Elements are located at the surfaces of the scene. With each element the corresponding surface geometry and the reflection and emission properties are stored. Links are established between pairs of elements and represent (part of) the kernel function ´Ü Ýµ. Both elements and links are refined, if a proposed link is likely to be erroneous.
Computation time can be saved by recognizing that the transport coefficients between surfaces in far distant object clusters do not vary significantly. By clustering objects together [5, 20, 15] and establishing transport links between pairs of object clusters instead of pairs of individual surfaces we represent all individual transports by a single average transport coefficient. A hierarchy of cluster elements can be used to coarsely approximate the radiosity function in 3D space. With each cluster a single cluster element is stored that represents an approximation of the radiosity function over a certain 3D subspace.
In the formulation of the complete algorithm we assume the existance of a cluster hierarchy rooted at an element called root. Then the iterative shooting variant of the hierarchical algorithm can be described as follows [21] :
The Push and Pull functions consolidate the irradiance/radiosity computed at different levels of the element hierarchy. On an upward pass (Pull) the unshot radiosity at a parent is calculated as the area average of the unshot radiosity of the children: We start transport calculations at the root cluster selflink. In the Transport method we first call a function Oracle, which estimates the error across a proposed interaction between elements i and j. If this estimated error is acceptable, the elements i and j are linked by computing the pertaining coefficient of the kernel. If the error is too high we recur by subdividing.
In order to save memory, sublinks that have been passed already to the Transport method are discarded. In a subsequent iteration these links will have to be recomputed. A link cache [21] could be used to trade memory usage with runtime savings.
After the transport phase, irradiance of a parent in the hierarchy is added to the children on a downward pass (Push). At the leaves the next iteration's irradiance is converted to unshot radiosity by calculating the reflection. 
Partitioning Strategy
As mentioned above, we are interested in a DM-implementation of the hierarchical shooting algorithm. Distributed memory machines -especially when programmed in the message passing paradigmshow large differences between latencies of local and remote memory accesses. Hence, only coarse grained parallel computations are expected to scale well when the number of processors is increased. The hierarchical shooting algorithm exhibits high fine grained parallelism both on the link and on the element level. E. g. each Oracle task inside one iteration loop can be performed independent of each other, if the data of the associated elements is available. Also the order of task execution inside an interation loop is almost arbitrary, except that at the beginning of a loop a few high level links need to be processed sequentially until there are enough links on a deeper level of the hierarchy, that can be processed in parallel.
Unfortunately, due to its very dynamic nature, it is not easy to partition the computation into large, equally complex blocks, which would be necessary to achieve a balanced, coarse grained parallel algorithm.
In the hierarchical shooting algorithm we are concerned basically with three kinds of data items: elements, links, and boundary data.
Boundary data consists of the scene geometry and illumination specific properties such as material and emission data. Material and emission data is needed everytime, when an associated element is involved in a link refinement and during local reflection operations. Hence these data is best stored together with the element. Also the geometry data is needed for these operations and should be stored there.
Unfortunately geometry is needed not only for local reflection operations but also for visibility calculations. In order to make visibility calculations fast, in our program each processor holds a separate copy of the whole scene geometry. Since geometry data is far less voluminous than the illumination representation (the elements), this should be a viable way even for very large scenes. Simulations in [11] show that the other approach of distributing the visibility calculations across processors would result in very poor performance.
For the mapping of links and elements we choose a spatial clustering method much like an orthogonal recursive bisection strategy.
Elements are associated with either scene surfaces or with surface clusters. Hence, with each element we may associate a 3D range ÜÑ Ò ÜÑ Ü℄ of the scene. The ranges of different elements may overlap, e. g. the range of a cluster element contains all ranges of the contained surface elements.
Given a number of processors Ô ½ we partition the 3-dspace into Ô regions using a 3-d-tree. Elements are mapped to a region based on the center of gravity Ü ¾ ÁÊ ¿ of the associated range. Here we solely use boxes as bounding ranges, but also other geometries could be reasonable.
Every processor holds a copy of the 3-d-tree. The 3-d-tree has storage size Ç´Ôµ and is used as a directory for the elements.
If we want to access a remote element, whose geometric location is known, then we determine the owning processor of the element using the directory and then directly send a query to that processor.
With each surface primitive usually not a single element but a more or less complex hierarchy of elements is associated. We pool all surface elements that belong to the same surface primitive and map these elements together with the surface's boundary data to the same processor.
Links are basically pairs of elements. Hence it is natural to associate a 6-d-range with links resulting from the cartesian product of the 3-d-ranges of the two elements. Mapping of links to processors again is done based on the center of gravitý Ü Ýµ ¾ ÁÊ inside a 6-d-tree with Ô leaves. We store a copy of this tree for directory lookup purposes on each processor.
Computational load balance is achieved in our partitioning by moving the cutting hyperplanes of the -d-trees geometrically and moving the elements and links between processors. As a simple heuristic during load balancing we assume that the memory size of an object is proportional to the complexity of the associated computations. In [10] it is described, how such a load balancer may be implemented with small worst case overhead. So, why is this partitioning strategy a good strategy? First, the hierarchical shooting algorithm is known to be very communication intensive. In [11] we discuss a few partitioners and show by experimental measurements that a spatial partitioning does reduce the amount of communication fairly well.
Second, the chance of congestion in an interconnection network gets high if there is high traffic in it. Congestion occurs because of the invalid assumption of totally connected processors. Clearly, in a communication network that connects each pair of processors directly, any two messages Å½ and Å¾ may travel independently of each other without interference. However in a sparse network there is a real chance of interference. Since we want to describe portable algorithms, we do not assume a specific network topology. Instead we aspire at an algorithm that uses only a small number of channels of the assumed complete network simultaneously. The spatial whose range is centered at Ü gets mapped to a processor index ´Üµ.
The link centered at´Ü Ýµ is mapped to processor ´Ü Ýµ.
partitioning approach reduces the total number of communicating processor pairs dramatically [11] .
We consider Ô ½ processors. Both the 3D space of elements and the 6D space of links is partitioned as shown in Fig. 1 . We consider an element whose range is centered at a fixed Ü ¾ ÁÊ ¿ . This element is involved in the computations of those links whose ranges are centered at some point from the following set:
The set of processors owning all these links is shown in light gray 
Parallel Algorithm
In this section we first give an overview of the parallel hierarchical shooting algorithm. We will deepen the aspects of asynchronous processing, initial grouping, and element-referencelocality through link-ordering.
Every processor manages two databases, an element and a link database (cf. Fig. 2 ). The union of all databases comprises the whole set of links and elements that would be treated by a sequential algorithm. At the beginning there exists only a single root cluster self link. Hence, at the beginning only one processor has a nonempty local link database The union of all element databases is the set of initial elements at the beginning.
When the algorithm starts, a Scheduler process is called, which searches for a link in the local link database. If found one, the link is passed to a Refiner process. This process starts by searching the two associated elements in the element database. To be more specific, the search is performed autonomously by the database itself. If the queried elements are not stored locally, a query message is sent to another processor. Immediately after that the Refiner gets active again. If at least one element was not found locally, the current link is passed back to the Scheduler. There the link is put to a pool of suspended links.
If the Refiner was lucky and both elements were found locally, then the actual transport computation for the link is performed. For visibility calculations a separate geometry structure is used that is replicated on all processors. Afterwards the link is discarded and results for both elements (updates of radiance or new children) are passed to the element database.
When elements were not local, at some time element copies will arrive. The copies are stored in a cache internally in the element database. The corresponding suspended link(s) 1 are awakened automatically. The results of a Refiner process, which operates on element copies, are communicated back to the element's home processor autonomously by the element database. Once there, the results are stored in the receiver element.
The Refiner may create sublinks from a given link. These are passed to the scheduler which stores them in the link database. The link database uses a directory to decide, whether the link is to be stored locally or not, and possibly sends the link to another processor.
The databases itself perform load balancing as in [10] . Data items and administrative messages are exchanged automatically between the corresponding database instances. The databases get control at regular time intervals to process incoming data or rebalancing requests.
Asynchronous Processing
Usually in parallel hierarchical radiosity algorithms a global barrier synchronisation happens immediately before the first root cluster self link is treated and immediately before the first push calculation at the root cluster is performed. Our asynchronous program design eliminates explicit time consuming synchronisations. The computation of an HRA iteration is allowed to be in a different state in different regions of the element hierarchy. For example some elements may have pushed downwards already, while others are involved in link refinements, yet. Fig. 3 shows a complete element hierarchy together with all links that are distributed across the local databases. We see that there are no links anymore in the upper region of the hierarchy (these have been refined and discarded), and that there are no links anymore internally in the right subtree (these have been finally established and discarded). If an element is not referenced by any link and will not 1 There may be several links waiting for the same element. Fig. 3) be referenced by any link in the current iteration, then the element is allowed to immediately push downwards. It is not necessary to defer the push calculation until all links are done. The triangular elements in Fig. 3 have pushed downwards. The white boxed elements pushed downwards, too, but also pulled upwards already. An element may pull upwards, if all child elements have pulled upwards. The circular elements received a push from their parent element but are not allowed to push downwards, because they are referenced by existing links (remaining links ¼). The grey boxed elements also are not allowed to push downwards, because they did not receive a push from their parent and potentially will be referenced by links, that result from link refining. The last thing that happened with these elements is that they pulled upwards to their parent in the previous HRA iteration.
We consider things that happen to elements (cf. Fig. 4) . At the beginning all elements are in the box-state, i. e. they did not participate in any calucation of the current HRA iteration. Each element will receive a push from its parent, which turns its state to a circle. Links may be created that refer to an element, which does not change the state of the referenced elements. Links may be processed and discarded. At some time the last 2 link that refers to a given element is discarded. Then the element pushes downwards and mutates to a triangle. Later the element will get pull data from the children. When all children have pulled upwards, then the element itself pulls upwards and changes its state to a box.
In the parallel algorithm we always want to drive an element's state as far as possible. Therefore each link processing is followed by trials to push from the two associated elements downwards. For both elements a PushPull process tries to push and pull through the hierarchy as long as the conditions of Fig. 4 are satisfied. This process is called by the database on the element's home processor. The PushPull process may propagate results in cooperation with the database automatically across processor boundaries to further descendants/ancestors.
The Initial Element Grouping Strategy
The initial distribution of links and elements should be such that all processors get busy as quick as possible. Once a processor has Fig. 12 ). Both pictures depict the same tree with a different distribution of the leaves along the horizontal axis. The levels are marked in the middle.
got a link to process, we should try to keep this processor busy as long as possible in order to prevent load balancing operations at the beginning, when only few links are present at all. An ideal initial mapping would assign a small bunch of links to each processor, which results in exactly the same runtime on each processor when the links are refined recursively to the bottom. A fundamental problem is that we cannot confidently estimate the computational complexity of a given link in advance. Even less we know about the complexity of all the sublinks resulting from a given link's recursive refinement. We start with a single root cluster self link, which can be processed by a single processor only, meanwhile all other processors sitting idle. The root link must be refined into several sublinks before these can be distributed to other processors. Fig. 5 shows an imaginary situation on the left, where the root cluster self link Ó Ó is refined. Some of the sublinks are shown in the figure. E. g. the sublink ¬ runs between two elements , both being leaves in the element hierarchy. Hence, the link ¬ is likely not to be refined into sublinks, which means that the recursive computational complexity of this link is supposably small. The sublink runs between inner nodes. We classify this link as a presumably more complex link, since we expect that it is refined into lots of sublinks.
On the right of Fig. 5 we see a balanced element hierarchy. Here we may assume that processing every link « ¬ including all recursive refinements is equally complex. Of course, this is not true, but it is a good guess until we know the real complexity. From this we may conclude, that it would be advantageous to have a balanced element hierarchy. Unfortunately, the initial element hierarchy may represent a totally unbalanced tree. We consider the initial element hierarchy of the hall scene (Fig. 12) , which has 17 levels. On the left of Fig. 6 we show a picture of the element hierarchy, where each leaf -regardless on which level the leaf is situated -has got an equal space on the horizontal axis (about 0.003 millimeter per leaf). On the right we drew the same tree, but now on each level every subtree got an equal horizontal space. We see that the root cluster element has got two clusters and seventeen surfaces as children. On the following levels the situation is qualitatively similar. The many primitives stored at high levels lead to a very unbalanced tree. The imbalance of the element hierarchy is mainly due to the fact that in our implementation cluster siblings are disallowed to overlap each other. If we allowed overlaps, we could put each of the seventeen surfaces at the second level into one of the two clusters at this level, leading to a node degree of two at all inner nodes of the hierarchy.
Our strategy now is as follows. We group nodes of the element hierarchy into super nodes, called element containers. The same way that elements form a tree, also the element containers are organized in a tree. The container tree will be better balanced than the original element tree. Also using element containers instead of single elements, the administration overhead for remote element accesses will be reduced. Fig. 7 shows an element hierarchy with clusters and surfaces as nodes. The nodes are grouped into element containers, shown as shaded regions. Every container has its own miniroot. For example the miniroot of container F is the white cluster in Fig. 7 . The resulting hierarchy of containers is shown in Fig. 8 .
In order to automatically group Ò elements into containers, we pursue the following simple strategy. We start with Ò element containers, each container containing a single element. Iteratively we select a container leaf and merge it to its parent container. This reduces the number of containers by one. We terminate when the number of containers is as small as desired. At the beginning we preferably select leaf containers with a single element in it. Later we select leaf containers which contain the fewest elements. This results in a tree of containers, where the degree of inner nodes is reduced, since primitives on high levels are merged to their parent. As a second effect the number of elements per container tends to be larger at lower levels of the container tree. The upper level containers contain only few elements. This feature is important for a quick distribution of link tasks at the beginning of an iteration, as is described in more detail in Sect. 6.3.
As an example the hall-scene has been processed into 346 element containers. This is an average of 46.315 initial elements per container. The above simple strategy formed the container tree shown in Fig. 9 . This tree has 11 levels and was drawn the same way as the tree on the right of Fig. 6 . It is much better balanced than the original element hierarchy.
The number of initial elements per container ranges from 1 to 140. Leaves of the container tree contained between 71 and 140 elements. Hence, the leaves tend to be fatter than the inner nodes. 
The Processing of Links
We define a non-interruptable link task as to compute all links between the elements contained in two element containers. The larger the number of elements in the two containers, the higher the complexity of this task. Thanks to the above initial element grouping method, we are facing a more or less balanced element container tree that is sparsely settled at the upper levels. Since the upper level containers are relatively light, the first link-computation tasks have a low computational complexity. As mentioned at the beginning of Sect. 6.2 this is desirable in order to distribute work at the beginning of the algorithm as quick as possible.
We use the term link container for the link task just described. A link container contains references to the two miniroots of the element containers. The name link container suggests that several individual links are processed when a single link container is treated.
In a parallel program the processing of a link task T involves requests for the two associated element containers. Copies of the element containers are stored on arrival in a local cache. The cache has limited size. When the cache size exceeds the limit, some cached elements are layed out by a least-recently-used strategy. It is important for a good cache coherence that the sub tasks that result during the processing of T (i. e. link tasks 4, 10, 11 in the above example) are processed soon after the processing of T finished.
In an asynchronous parallel program it is not possible to use the standard program stack mechanisms to ensure that e. g. task 4 is processed soon after T. This is because task 4 may involve remote requests that prevent an immediate execution. Therefore we provide our own self made 6D range stack (cf. Fig. 11 ). The stack contains 6D ranges. When a link container is treated, its 6D range is pushed on top of the stack. When searching for a next link container to execute, we first look for link containers whose range is contained in the range that lies on the top of the stack. If not found, we pop the uppermost range from the stack and recurse.
Another important effect of using the range stack is a saving of memory. The total number of link containers to be stored at one time is much smaller than when we simply took a random link container for the next execution.
Extending a given Sequential Program
A parallel implementation of the hierarchical radiosity algorithm can be based on a sequential implementation, if the implementations of the functions Pull, Transport, and Push avoid using pointers. Instead, identifiers should be used for elements and links, since these are valid across processor boundaries. A hashtable on each processor may be used to translate identifiers into local pointers.
The control flow functions PullRecursion, TransportRecursion, and PushRecursion must be reimplemented for a parallel program. The sequential program's recursion relies on a call stack, which guarantees not to miss any push, pull or transport action. In an asynchronous parallel program design with non blocking communication, we cannot rely on such call stack mechanisms. We have to implement our own call stacks.
For the pull operations we need to know the number of child elements of some target element container, that have pulled already upwards to the target. We store a counter remainingChildren inside each element container for this purpose. The counter is initialized on a preceding downward push pass. During the pull pass the counter is decremented until it gets zero.
During transport calculations we have to decide, whether a given element container has served all its adjacent links, already. If so, the element container is allowed to enter the push phase. We store a counter remainingLinks in each element container. This counter is initialized to zero at the beginning. It is incremented or decremented during transport calculations, when links are created or removed. When the counter reaches zero, then all adjacent links have done their job and the element container may push downwards. 
Example Scene
We made experiments with a hall-scene as depicted in Fig. 12 . The hall is illuminated by 16 pendants, 16 candles and 4 ceiling lamps. There are four complex plant geometries in the corners of the hall, which should be well clusterizable. The scene consists of 13,664 primitives (5,376 triangles, 6,744 rectangles, 856 spheres, 400 cylinders, 128 cones and 160 rings). The number of cluster elements on top of these primitives is 3,398. The total number of elements (clusters and primitives) is 17,062. During the first three iterations we had about 14,000,000 link processings. The final number of leaf elements after three iterations is about 90,000. The scene model was processed using the MGF library [22] .
Runtime Results
In this section we present some time measuring results of our program. The test platform was a Cray T3E (see table 13 ). The application and the load balancing procedure are implemented in C++ in SPMD style using MPI.
We will present plots that were generated over time during the run of our program. These plots are meant to show, how a spatial partitioning method affects the behaviour of the HRA algorithm. They give hints on the key problems (namely Balance and Overhead) that have to be solved by anyone who utilizes dynamic spatial load balancing for hierarchical radiosity. 
Balance
Fig. 14 shows the size of the element database on a 32 processor run.
As can be seen, the elements are distributed unevenly at the beginning 3 . Shortly after start the 32 curves approach each other due to some dynamic hyperplane movements in the 3-d-treerepresentation of the element load distribution, leading to a fairly balanced element distribution. The curves do not match exactly because we performed the rebalancing not on the actual elements but on an approximate load representation.
The element database does not change notably. Hence there is only low need to improve the distribution of elements. The element database sizes remain nearly constant until the end of the program.
In Fig. 15 we see a plot that expresses, when rebalancing operations have been performed during the run. A single rebalancing operation involves all processors communicating a few messages asynchronously. The plot's function value is 1 during rebalancing and zero otherwise. Only six short rebalancing operations were needed to keep the element database balanced. The effect of rebalancing can be seen at the small "steps" in Fig. 14 , when elements were moved between processors. A similar plot is shown in Fig. 16 for the link database. Here the situation is very different. We had a total of 349 rebalancing operations, and almost always a new rebalancing operation was started immediately after a previous operation finished. The "holes" around 410 seconds and 1805 seconds mark the end of an iteration, where no links are present. Instead during these time intervals pushpull calculations have been performed, which are executed independent of any links.
The shooting algorithm pushes links onto and removes them from a call stack in a very dynamic manner, such that the number of links is changing very dynamically. Our load balancer did the best efforts to distribute the links evenly. Fig. 17 shows the number of links on 32 processors. The number is changing rapidly and the rebalancer does not reach a really balanced situation during the first iteration (25-410 seconds). In the second (410-1805 seconds) and third (1805-3265 second) iteration the situation is better, but not perfectly balanced. The imbalance of the link database is not a severe problem. During the parallel computation it is important that at any time every processor has at least one link locally stored that is processable. A processable link is a link whose two associated elements are accessible locally or in the cache. Fig. 18 shows the number of processable links per processor. Except in the first iteration almost everytime the 32 curves are greater than zero, meaning that all processors are busy.
We measured explicitly the busy time of our program on each processor. Fig. 19 shows the cumulative busy time on each processor. The uppermost curve is the ideal busy time (slope 1). The 32 busy-time curves below are very close to the ideal curve. Hence, our spatial rebalancer seems to be able to keep all processor relatively busy. The curves have narrow regions with a flat slope at the end of each HRA iteration. This is nearly unavoidable, since at these points a kind of global synchronisation 4 happens, where all processors wait for the root cluster link to be processed. The average busy time per processor is 3119 seconds of a possible 3265 seconds, i. e. the processors are busy during 96 percent of wallclock time.
Overhead
Of course, keeping all processors busy is only half of the goal. The processors should be doing useful computations most of the time. Fig. 20 shows the time per processor spent on useful computations. 4 The processors are not explicitly synchronized as explained in Sect. 6. We analyzed the behaviour of the element cache. The cache size limit was set to 4MB. At the end of each iteration the cache was flushed in order to propagate element data back to the home processors. Fig. 21 shows the element cache size for each processor. The cache limit was reached by many processors.
The final average element cache hit ratio was 88 percent, i. e. 88 percent of all elements searched in the local database or in the cache have been found immediately. The hit ratio of 88 percent shows that either many accessed elements are locally stored or that the elements in the cache are reused frequently. Since there are no arrangements in our parallel algorithm that ensures that the elements needed during a link processing are local, we may assume that the latter is true. Fig. 22 shows, that the total cumulative hit ratio increases rapidly at the beginning of the run and remains high until finish. Around 410 and 1805 seconds, i. e. at the beginning of a new iteration when the caches just have been flushed, there are only shallow dales in the curves, meaning that the cache is filled quickly again with the most used elements.
There is another interesting hit ratio to be considered. A link can be processed immediately, when both associated elements are accessible. The final portion of links that were processable imme- diately was 79 percent.
Speedup
Finally, we evaluated the runtime of the three HRA iterations on different processor numbers. Fig. 23 shows the speedup obtained on the Cray T3E. Because of job runtime limitations on the parallel computer we could not run the program on a single processor. Instead we estimated the runtime on a single processor based on a three processor run, assuming that the speedup is 3 on three processors. As a result on 64 processors we were 53 times faster than on a single processor. The curve is fairly linear for up to 64 processors. For larger processor numbers the curve increases only slowly. For 128 processors the speedup is 61. For some existing implementations of hierarchical radiosity on distributed memory architectures ([3, 17, 2, 1]) speedups have been reported for tests on some massively parallel super computer. We are going to compare those results with Fig. 23 .
Actually, one cannot immediately compare the speedups of the above implementations. The reasons are quite evident. First the size of test scenes differs and also the character of the scenes. Second, some approaches employed clustering, some not. Some do shooting, some gathering. Some used flat polygons, some allowed curved surfaces. Also the computer's computation and network performance is very different. You should remember these caveats when looking at Fig. 24 , where we have plotted all speedup curves in a single diagram. We see that our approach seems at least competitive.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a parallel implementation of the hierarchical radiosity algorithm on a distributed memory parallel computer. We used a dynamic spatial partitioning method to distribute the elements and links across local memories. The advantages of spatial partitioning are as follows. The method can easily be extended to Monte-Carlo rendering algorithms (in fact spatial partitioners have been used already for raytracing algorithms [4, 23] ). Hence, the parallelization of hybrid methods as in [19] should be easier with spatial partitioning. Spatial partitioning is robust and has been shown to be efficient even in the theoretical worst case. And, last but not least, the speedup plots in this paper manifest the practical usefulness of this method for hierarchical radiosity.
There are three key concepts to reach a scalable implementation. First, the computation should be organized asynchronously avoiding expensive global barrier-synchronizations. Second, elements should be grouped, and the resulting container-hierarchy should be balanced. Third, links should be grouped, too, and the link execution should be ordered by a range stack that takes cache locality issues into account.
Future research is needed to study our concepts on a directional diffuse hierarchical radiance algorithm. Also the mapping of hybrid particle/finite-element methods to parallel architectures is an interesting area of future development.
